1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

The bottleneck model was first introduced by Vickrey in 1969, aiming at addressing the departure time choices of commuters on a bottleneck-constrained highway during the morning rush hours. In this model, all individuals are assumed to have an identical preferred time to arrive at their destination and incur a schedule delay cost proportional to the amount of time that they arrive early or late. Commuters choose their departure time to minimize their own travel cost based on a trade-off between bottleneck congestion delay cost and schedule delay cost of early or late arrival. This model is able to model the formation and dissipation of queuing behind the bottleneck in a simple and tractable way, thus making it a benchmark representation of the dynamics of traffic congestion in peak period.

The past 50 years (from 1969 to 2019) have witnessed significant progress in the bottleneck model research since the pioneering work of [@bib0204]. A lot of insights into understanding the features of traffic congestion in peak period have been obtained via the bottleneck model. These insights cover various aspects, such as behavioral analysis (e.g., the nature of shifting peak, inefficiency of unpriced equilibria, behavioral difference of heterogeneous commuters, connection between morning and evening commutes, effects of commuter scheduling preferences), demand management (e.g., congestion / emission / parking pricing and tradable credit schemes, relationship between bottleneck congestion tolling and urban structure), and supply management (e.g., bottleneck / parking capacity expansion). The insights also play an important role in deeply understanding the essence of commuters' travel behavior during morning/evening peak periods, and in evaluating and making reasonable transport policies for alleviating peak-period traffic congestion.

To date, there have been a few reviews on the topic of bottleneck models or their variations (e.g., [@bib0016]; [@bib0133]; [@bib0181]; [@bib0183]). These early reviews appeared in different years, aiming to track the development of the bottleneck models on some selected specific topics. Because the research area is still growing and new disruptive trends of automation and sharing in mobility are emerging, it is timely to provide a state-of-the-art review of this area, particularly on the occasion of its 50th anniversary. This paper attempts to provide a systematic and critical review that differs from previous reviews in several aspects. First, it is meaningful to conduct a bibliometric study of the large body of literature to celebrate the 50th anniversary of Vickrey\'s bottleneck model. To do so, we carry out a literature review to analyze the research progress on the bottleneck model research throughout the past half century. The review tries to cover all relevant topics published in journals rather than some specific ones as covered in the previous review papers. Second, a bibliometric analysis approach is adopted that can trace the footprints underlying the scholarly publications by constructing network connections of the publications, journals, researchers, and keywords. With the aid of visualization technique (e.g., a software called VOSviewer), the bibliometric approach can map the landscape of the knowledge domain of the bottleneck model studies, allowing us to clearly identify the distribution of publications by journal, influential papers, top contributing authors, and leading topics. Third, based on the bibliometric analysis, a critical review on the previous relevant studies is provided, together with some discussions on the current research gaps and opportunities. It is noted that a bottleneck system consists of the following elements: users, the authority (or the government), and the bottleneck (i.e., transport infrastructure). From the perspectives of these elements, we categorize the literature into four classes: travel behavior analysis, demand-side strategies, supply-side strategies, and joint strategies of demand and supply sides. The travel behavior analysis from the users' perspective focuses on the equilibrium analysis of commuters' travel choice behavior, such as the choices of departure time, route, mode, and/or parking. The demand-side strategies from the government\'s perspective refer to the travel demand management strategies, such as congestion / emission / parking pricing and tradable credit schemes. The supply-side strategies from the transport infrastructure\'s perspective include such topics as bottleneck capacity expansion and parking capacity design. The joint strategies of demand and supply sides from both the government\'s and transport infrastructure\'s perspectives are a hybrid of demand-side and supply-side strategies. For each theme, typical models proposed in previous studies are reviewed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a bibliometric study is conducted. [Section 3](#sec0003){ref-type="sec"} presents a literature review based on the literature categorization. In [Section 4](#sec0032){ref-type="sec"}, some potential directions for further studies are discussed. Finally, [Section 5](#sec0037){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper.

2. Bibliometric analysis {#sec0002}
========================

This section provides a general bibliometric analysis of various bottleneck model studies. The bibliometric analysis uses quantitative methods to classify bibliometric data and build up representative summaries. It has been recognized as a useful approach for analyzing the performances of journals, institutes and authors, as well as the characteristics of research fields or topics. With the aid of visualization technique (e.g., VOSviewer software), the bibliometric networks, such as co-citation network, co-authorship network, and keyword co-occurrence network, can be constructed and visually presented. To measure the influences of publications, authors and journals, various bibliometric indicators are considered, including the number of publications, total citations, and citations per paper.

In order to collect the publication data since 1969, we scout the three well-recognized journal databases or search engines, namely Web of Science Core Collection, Scopus, and Google Scholar, using such topics or keywords as bottleneck, bottleneck model(s), morning commute or commuting, and bottleneck congestion. We further retrieve literature by tracking the references cited by the papers searched from the three databases. In particular, we check all references citing the original work of [@bib0204], entitled "congestion theory and transport investment". After repeated sifting and checking, a total of 232 relevant papers during the period of 1969--2019 are finally retrieved.

[Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the papers published during the period of 1969--2019 by time. It can be seen that little attention was paid to the bottleneck model during the first 20 years of 1969--1989, with only 15 relevant papers published. During the 20 years of 1990--2009, this topic received growing attention, with a total of 68 relevant papers published, and the number of relevant publications per five years exceeds 10, more than the total number of publications during the first 15 years (1969--1984). During the past 10 years from 2010 to 2019, this topic attracted further increasing interest, and a total of 149 relevant papers were published, accounting for 64.2% of total number of publications in the past 50 years. Particularly, the largest amount emerges in the most recent 5 years of 2015--2019, with 82 publications (about 35.3% of total number of publications). This continued growing tendency clearly shows that the bottleneck model is still an important and hot research topic in the field of transportation and this tendency is expected to continue in coming years.Fig. 1The number of papers per five years during the period of 1969--2019.Fig 1

[Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} shows the top 15 journals (over a total of 38 journals) by the number of published related papers. It can be seen that these journals mainly belong to "transportation" and "economics" categories in terms of the journal categories in the JCR (Journal Citation Reports) published by Thomson Reuters. Transportation Research Part B (TR-B for short, a leading journal in transportation field) leads [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} with 75 papers (accounting for 32.3% of the total number of publications), followed by Journal of Urban Economics (JUE, a leading journal in urban economics field) with 27 papers (accounting for 11.6%). The total percentage of papers published in these two journals (a total of 102 papers) reaches nearly half of the total number of publications (about 44.0%). The number of papers published in each of Transportation Science (TS), Transportation Research Part A and Part C (TR-A, TR-C) reaches 10 or more. Notably, as a young journal founded in 2012, Economics of Transportation published 9 papers on this topic.Table 1The top 15 journals by the number of published related papers.Table 1RankJournalTotal number of related papers1Transportation Research Part B752Journal of Urban Economics273Transportation Science144Transportation Research Part A135Transportation Research Part C106Economics of Transportation97Transportation Research Record98Transportation Research Part E89Regional Science and Urban Economics710Journal of Transport Economics and Policy611American Economic Review512Transportmetrica A: Transport Science513Applied Economics414Journal of Public Economics415Transportmetrica B: Transport Dynamics4

In order to look at the co-relation among journals publishing the 232 publications, a bibliographic coupling of the 38 journals is conducted, as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} . The size of a solid circle (or a vertex) represents the number of publications related to the topic of the bottleneck model in a journal. The line between circles represents the co-citation relationship of journals. The color of the line represents the cluster of journals, such as the journal categories of economics or transportation. The width of the lines between circles represents the co-citation degree or intensity between journals (i.e., the total number of co-citations of the documents in the journals concerned). Specifically, a thick line means a strong co-citation degree between journals, and vice versa. It can be seen that the papers published in TR-B have highly been cited by those published in TR-A, TR-C, TR-E, JUE, TS, TRR (Transportation Research Record), Economics of Transportation, Transportmetrica A, JTEP (Journal of Transport Economics and Policy), Networks and Spatial Economics, and Journal of Public Economics. The papers published in JUE have a strong citation with those published in TR-B, RSUE (Regional Science and Urban Economics), and Economics of Transportation.Fig. 2Bibliographic coupling of 38 journals.Fig 2

We now look at the most influential papers about the topic of the bottleneck model during the past five decades, which are determined according to total citations or average citations per year. It should be pointed out that in this paper, citation count is based on the SCI/SSCI citation databases. Here, SCI/SSCI means Science Citation Index Expanded and Social Science Citation Index in the Web of Science Core Collection. [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} shows the top 50 most influential papers, each having more than 50 citations. It can be noted that the top 3 most influential papers are [@bib0204], [@bib0180] and ADL (1993a) in terms of the total number of citations. Here, "ADL" respectively refers to the first letters of the surnames of three scholars, i.e., Arnott R, de Palma A, and Lindsey R. All the 3 most cited papers are from American Economic Review (AER), which is a well-recognized top economics journal. Particularly, the pioneering work of [@bib0204] is the most influential paper with the highest total citations of 944, and the highest average citations of 18.51 per year. There are 18 papers, each having more than 100 citations, and 9 papers, each having an average of no less than 10 citations per year. It should be pointed out that the work of [@bib0074], entitled "the value of reliability", has had a total of 140 citations, and a second ranking in terms of average citations per year, regardless of its short publication history. 15 out of the top 50 papers are from TR-B, 8 from TS, 5 from JUE, and 5 from TR-A. In terms of total citations, 5 out of the top 10 most influential papers were written by ADL. In terms of average citations per year, 5 out of the top 10 most influential papers were published in TR-B, with publication years being between 2010 and 2013 and research focuses on tradable credit schemes ([@bib0157]; [@bib0215]) and values of travel time and its variance ([@bib0074]; [@bib0070]).Table 2The top 50 most cited papers.Table 2Rank by TCJournalTotal citations (TC)TitleAuthor/s/YearCitations per year (CPY)Rank by CPY1American Economic Review944Congestion theory and transport investment[@bib0204]18.8812American Economic Review570The scheduling of consumer activities: work trips[@bib0181]15.4143American Economic Review402A structural model of peak-period congestion: a traffic bottleneck with elastic demand[@bib0013]15.4634Journal of Urban Economics283Economics of a bottleneck[@bib0008]9.76105Transportation Research Part A269Dynamic network models and driver information systems[@bib0025]9.61126Transportation Research Record184Travel-time uncertainty, departure time choice, and the cost of morning commutes[@bib0160]7.67177Transportation Science174Schedule delay and departure time decisions in a deterministic model[@bib0095]4.58288Transportation Research Part B167Departure time and route choice for the morning commute[@bib0009]5.76239Journal of Transport Economics and Policy162The welfare effects of congestion tolls with heterogeneous commuters[@bib0015]6.482110Transportation Research Part A162Does providing information to drivers reduce traffic congestion[@bib0010]5.792211Transportation Research Part B140The value of reliability[@bib0074]15.56212Transportation Science132Existence of a time-dependent equilibrium distribution of arrivals at a single bottleneck[@bib0185]3.773613Transportation Science126Uniqueness of a time-dependent equilibrium distribution of arrivals at a single bottleneck[@bib0038]3.713714Econometrica125Congestion pricing and capacity of large hub airports --- a bottleneck model with stochastic queues[@bib0041]5.212515Transportation Science119Existence, uniqueness, and trip cost function properties of user equilibrium in the bottleneck model with multiple user classes[@bib0130]7.931516Journal of Public Economics108A temporal and spatial equilibrium analysis of commuter parking[@bib0011]3.863417Transportation Science108Dynamic model of peak period traffic congestion with elastic arrival rates[@bib0024]3.273818Annals of Regional Science101Private toll roads: competition under various ownership regimes[@bib0052]5.322419Transportation Research Part B99Analysis of the time-varying pricing of a bottleneck with elastic demand using optimal control theory[@bib0225]4.502920Journal of Urban Economics98Peak-load pricing of a transportation route with an unpriced substitute[@bib0029]4.263121Transportation Science98Morning commute for nonidentical travelers[@bib0154]3.064022Regional Science and Urban Economics93Simulating travel reliability[@bib0161]4.433023Transportation Research Part B87Value of time by time of day: a stated-preference study[@bib0194]7.911624Transportation Research Part B81Integrated daily commuting patterns and optimal road tolls and parking fees in a linear city[@bib0236]7.361925Highway Research Record81Pricing, metering, and efficiently using urban transportation facilities[@bib0205]1.765026Transportation Research Part B80The value of travel time variance[@bib0070]10.00827Transportation Research Part A80Queueing at a bottleneck with single- and multi-step tolls[@bib0113]3.203928Transportation Research Part E78Fares and tolls in a competitive system with transit and highway: the case with two groups of commuters[@bib0097]4.113229Regional Science and Urban Economics78Route choice with heterogeneous drivers and group-specific congestion costs[@bib0012]2.894130European Economic Review76Information and time-of-usage decisions in the bottleneck model with stochastic capacity and demand[@bib0017]3.803531Journal of Urban Economics74Bottleneck congestion and modal split[@bib0186]2.854232Transportation Research Part B73Managing rush hour travel choices with tradable credit scheme[@bib0157]12.17533Transportation Science72Stochastic equilibrium model of peak period traffic congestion[@bib0050]2.004534Transportation Research Part B71Improving travel efficiency by parking permits distribution and trading[@bib0239]8.881435Economics of Transportation70Valuation of travel time[@bib0182]10.00936Transportation Research Part A70Integrated scheduling of daily work activities and morning-evening commutes with bottleneck congestion[@bib0240]5.002637Transportation Research Part B68Morning commute with competing modes and distributed demand: User equilibrium, system optimum, and pricing[@bib0085]9.711138Transportation Research Part B66Dynamic model of peak period congestion[@bib0023]1.894739Transportation Research Part B64On the morning commute problem with bottleneck congestion and parking space constraints[@bib0227]10.67640Journal of Urban Economics64Uniform versus peak-load pricing of a bottleneck with elastic demand[@bib0028]2.134441Transportation Research Part B62Managing bottleneck congestion with tradable credits[@bib0215]10.33742Transportation Research Record62Schedule delay and departure time decisions with heterogeneous commuters[@bib0007]2.004643International Journal of Transportation Economics58Commuter welfare under peak-period congestion tolls: who gains and who loses[@bib0036]1.814944Transportation Research Part E57Tradable credit schemes for managing bottleneck congestion and modal split with heterogeneous users[@bib0192]9.501345Journal of Urban Economics57Endogenous trip scheduling: the Henderson approach reformulated and compared with the Vickrey approach[@bib0035]2.384346Transportation Science57Traffic flow for the morning commute[@bib0155]1.844847Transportation Research Part B56Congestion tolling in the bottleneck model with heterogeneous values of time[@bib0197]7.002048Transportation Research Part A56Congestion pricing on a road network: a study using the dynamic equilibrium simulator METROPOLIS[@bib0051]4.003349Transportation Research Part B55Equilibrium properties of the morning peak-period commuting in a many-to-one mass transit system[@bib0193]4.582750Transportation Research Part B53Managing morning commute traffic with parking[@bib0167]7.5718

In order to understand the co-citation relationship of authors in the bottleneck model research, [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} shows the bibliographic coupling network of authors, in which a solid circle represents a researcher and an edge represents the co-citation between a pair of researchers. The size of a solid circle represents the number of papers published by a researcher, and the width of an edge represents the co-citation intensity between studies by that pair of authors. It can be noted that as far as the total number of related publications is concerned, the authors, such as de Palma A, Lindsey R, Huang HJ, Yang H, Fosgerau M, Arnott R, Verhoef ET, Zhang HM, Liu W, and van den berg VAC, are the most productive, influential top 10 authors (see also [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} ) because they are associated with large circles.Fig. 3Bibliographic coupling of authors.Fig 3Table 3The top 23 leading authors with the number of publications ≥ 5.Table 3Rank by TPFull nameInstitute and country/areaTP (total publications)TC (total citations)TC/TPRank by TC/TP1de Palma A.Univ Paris Saclay, France31218570.4842Lindsey R.Univ British Columbia, Canada23196985.6133Huang H.J.Beihang Univ, China2370330.57104Yang H.Hong Kong Univ Sci & Technol, China2058029.00125Fosgerau M.Univ Copenhagen, Denmark1943222.74156Arnott R.Univ Calif Riverside, USA171721101.2427Verhoef E.T.Vrije Univ Amsterdam, Netherlands1634321.44178Zhang H.M.Univ Calif Davis, USA1341331.7799Liu W.Univ New South Wales, Australia1324118.541910van den Berg V.A.C.Vrije Univ Amsterdam, Netherlands1122720.641811Small K.A.Univ Calif Irvine, USA91031114.56112Yin Y.Univ Michigan, USA921724.111313Laih C.H.Natl Taiwan Ocean Univ, Taiwan814718.382014Zhang X.Tongji Univ, China729842.57615Nie Y.M.Northwestern Univ, USA715121.571616Daniel J.I.Univ Delaware, USA622437.33717Qian Z.Carnegie Mellon Univ, USA621135.17818Xiao F.Southwestern Univ Finance & Econ, China618330.501119Liu Y.Natl Univ Singapore, Singapore67111.832220Zhang F.Univ New South Wales, Australia66611.002321Daganzo C.F.Univ Calif Berkeley, USA528557.00522Engelson L.KTH Royal Inst Technol, Sweden511723.401423Gonzales E.J.Univ Massachusetts, USA58416.8021

[Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} further shows the top 23 influential authors in terms of total number of publications (no less than 5 papers), together with total number of citations and average citations per paper. The research institute and country/area of the associated authors have also been indicated in this table. It can be seen that de Palma A leads the list in the total number of publications, with 31 publications. It is followed by Lindsey R and Huang HJ, each having 23 publications. 10 authors have more than 10 publications. Small KA, ADL, and Daganzo CF are the top 5 most influential authors in terms of average citations per year. de Palma A leads this table in the total number of citations (2185), and Small KA leads this list in the average citations per paper, reaching an average of 114 citations per paper. The other author, having more than 100 citations per paper, is Arnott R, reaching an average of 101 citations per paper.

In order to identify the research hotspots in the bottleneck model research, [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} shows the bibliographic coupling network of keywords, in which the size of the solid circle represents the number of occurrences of a keyword, and the width of the line represents the occurrence degree of the two keywords connected by that line. One can find some high-frequency keywords in [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"}, such as "traffic congestion", "bottleneck model", "transportation", "commuting", "morning commute", "travel time", "costs", "travel behavior", "traffic control", "numerical model", "traffic management", "scheduling", "departure time choice", "user equilibrium", "parking", "road pricing", "congestion pricing", "travel time variabilities", and "heterogeneity".Fig. 4Bibliographic coupling of keywords.Fig 4

In order to make the review clearer, a cluster analysis of the 232 papers is conducted.[1](#cit_1){ref-type="fn"} We categorize the 232 papers into four classes in terms of their research focuses: travel behavior analysis, travel demand management (i.e., demand-side strategies), infrastructure operations and management (i.e., supply-side strategies), and joint strategies of demand and supply sides. The travel behavior analysis mainly focuses on the analysis of the trip and/or activity scheduling behavior of travelers through building various travel choice behavior models, such as departure time / route / parking / mode choices, morning vs evening commutes, piecewise constant vs time-varying scheduling preferences, normal congestion vs hypercongestion, homogeneous vs heterogeneous users, individual vs household, deterministic vs stochastic situations, single vs multiple bottlenecks, and analytical approach vs DTA (dynamic traffic assignment) approach. Travel demand management focuses on a set of strategies and policies to reduce travel demand, or to redistribute the demand in space and/or time, including congestion / emission / parking pricing and their effects on urban system. Infrastructure operations and management means to determine the optimal capacity or service level of infrastructure elements (e.g., road bottleneck, parking lot, airport, port). Joint strategies are a hybrid of both demand-side and supply-side strategies. Among these modules, travel behavior analysis is a basis of the travel demand management studies and the infrastructure operations and management studies. The travel demand management strategies and the infrastructure operations and management strategies interplay through demand-supply interaction. The interrelationships among them are shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} . The shaded part in [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} represents the joint strategies of demand and supply management. In the following section, we will provide a systematic review of the bottleneck model studies published in the past half century based on the classification in [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5Classification of research problems in bottleneck model studies.Fig 5

3. Literature review {#sec0003}
====================

3.1. Travel behavior analysis {#sec0004}
-----------------------------

The classical Vickrey\'s bottleneck model aims to model the departure time choice behavior of commuters during the morning commute. For the convenience of readers, the detailed formulation of the classical bottleneck model is provided in Appendix. In this subsection, some basic assumptions underlying this model are presented. Various extensions to relax these assumptions are then reviewed. These extensions include considerations of other travel choice dimensions (e.g., route / parking / mode choices), morning-evening commutes, time-varying scheduling preferences, vehicle physical length in queue and hypercongestion, heterogeneous users, household travel and carpooling, stochastic models and information, multiple bottlenecks, and DTA-approach bottlenecks.

### 3.1.1. The classical bottleneck model and its assumptions {#sec0005}

The classical Vickrey\'s bottleneck model, as a stylized representation of the dynamics of traffic congestion, has been widely recognized as an important tool for modeling the formation and dissipation of queuing at a bottleneck in rush hours. In the model, it is assumed that homogeneous commuters travel from a single origin (home) to a single destination (workplace) along a single road that has a bottleneck with a fixed capacity during the morning rush hours. All commuters choose their departure time based on a trade-off between the bottleneck queuing delay and the schedule delay of arriving early or late. Equilibrium is reached when no individual has an incentive to alter his/her departure time.

The attractiveness of Vickrey\'s bottleneck model lies in its ability to derive closed-form solutions for equilibrium departure interval (i.e., the departure times of the first and last commuters from home), equilibrium departure rate, equilibrium queuing delay at the bottleneck, and equilibrium cumulative departures and arrivals. The derivations of these analytical solutions are built on some strong assumptions, stated as follows.1)Departure time choice for morning commute. The classical bottleneck model involves only the departure time choice dimension for morning commute. The other travel choice dimensions, such as route, mode and parking choices, and the evening commute are not taken into account. In reality, commuters may also decide on their travel route and/or travel mode besides departure time, subject to parking capacity constraint. Moreover, their travel decisions are usually based on day-long schedules, but not on morning or evening activity schedule only. Some studies, e.g., [@bib0053]; [@bib0240], and [@bib0127], showed that commuters' morning and evening departure-time decisions are interdependent under some conditions, and the morning and evening departure patterns for specific individuals are not symmetric. It is, thus, necessary to consider multiple travel choice dimensions of commuters on a whole day basis.2)Piecewise constant scheduling preferences. Vickrey\'s bottleneck model assumes that the value of travel time and the value of schedule delay of arriving early or late are constants, usually denoted by three parameters α, β and γ, respectively. However, some empirical studies have confirmed that the marginal utility of time for performing an activity at a certain location changes over time (see, e.g., [@bib0194]; [@bib0102]; [@bib0096]; [@bib0164]; [@bib0165]). It is therefore meaningful to relax the assumption of piecewise constant scheduling preferences to develop a scheduling model with time-varying marginal activity utilities.3)Normal congestion with point queue (or vertical queue). Vickrey\'s bottleneck model assumes that traffic flow does not fall under heavily congested conditions and flow increases with density, which is called "normal (or ordinary) congestion". However, in reality, a phenomenon of hypercongestion (i.e., flow decreases with density) may occur in the downtown areas of major cities during rush hours. On the other hand, the point queue or vertical queue assumes that any vehicle that has to queue before passing through a bottleneck is stacked in a vertical pile at the bottleneck, i.e., vehicles stack vertically and queues take place at a point. A vertical queue does not occupy any road space and has no influence on upstream approaching vehicles. However, in reality, vehicles have physical lengths, which influence the movements of vehicles at the bottleneck and thus the queuing delays, particularly the queue spillback may block upstream link.4)Homogeneous individuals. The traditional bottleneck models mainly focus on individuals' travel choice behavior, and assume that the travel choice decision of an individual in a household is independent of that of other individuals. However, in reality, the interdependencies between household members (e.g., due to limited number of cars) indeed influence the activity schedules of household members. The classical bottleneck model also assumes that all commuters are homogeneous, i.e., they have the same desired arrival time and the same values of travel time and schedule delay. However, some studies have shown that there are big differences in the travel choice behavior of heterogeneous commuters due to their different travel preferences. There is thus a need to consider the heterogeneity of users.5)Deterministic model. A bottleneck system is in general a dynamic and stochastic system. The dynamicity and stochasticity result from various random events, ranging from non-recurrent random incidents, such as traffic accident, vehicle breakdown, signal failure, adverse weather and earthquake, to recurrent fluctuations in travel demand and capacity by time of day, day of week, and season. The travel time or queuing delay at the bottleneck is thus a stochastic variable. Furthermore, commuters may not have perfect information about the traffic condition, and thus cannot perceive the travel time accurately, leading them to make travel choice decisions somewhat haphazardly.6)Only one bottleneck. The classical Vickrey\'s bottleneck model assumes that there is only one single bottleneck on the highway connecting commuters' home and workplace. However, in reality one commuter often traverses multiple bottlenecks on his/her way to work, e.g., a Y-shaped highway corridor with upstream and downstream bottlenecks. It is thus worthwhile to extend the single-bottleneck model to a multi-bottleneck case.7)Analytical approach. The classical bottleneck model has well-defined analytical solutions, as shown in Appendix. This is because it tackles a single bottleneck only. In order to promote the realistic applicability of the model, it is necessary to extend the analytical bottleneck model to a general network with many links and many OD (origin-destination) pairs. To do this, a point-queue DTA approach (i.e., treating the queues on congested links in the network as a point bottleneck) and a traffic simulation technique may be adopted.

These aforementioned assumptions play a significant role in deriving the analytical solutions of the bottleneck model and in revealing the nature of congestion dynamics. However, they also restrict the model\'s explanatory power and applications for a general case due to ignorance of many realistic characteristics of traffic system. To strengthen the realism of the bottleneck model, these assumptions have been relaxed in the literature through various extensions, which are in turn reviewed as follows.

### 3.1.2. Incorporating route / parking / mode choice dimensions {#sec0006}

The classical Vickrey\'s bottleneck model concerns only the departure time choice of commuters. In the literature, some extensions have been made to incorporate other travel choice dimensions, such as route / parking / mode choice dimensions.

In terms of route choice dimension, [@bib0009] presented a simultaneous departure time and route choice model for a network with one OD pair and two parallel routes. It showed that at the no-toll equilibrium, the number of users on each route coincides with that in the social optimum. Optimal uniform and step tolls divert users towards longer routes, but only slightly. An optimal time-varying toll eliminates queuing without affecting route usage. [@bib0012] and [@bib0146] proposed multi-class departure time and route choice models for identifying the behavioral difference of different user classes. [@bib0179] and [@bib0145] further addressed the simultaneous departure time and route choice problem in a bottleneck system with uncertain route travel time. Recently, [@bib0105] empirically estimated the social cost of traffic congestion in the US using a simultaneous departure time and route choice bottleneck model. It was shown that the annual cost of congestion borne by all US commuters is about 29 billion dollars. These aforementioned simultaneous departure time and route choice models have derived some insights into understanding the nature of commuters' route choice behavior during the morning commute. However, these studies usually considered only one OD pair and an auto-only bottleneck system. They also assumed that total travel demand was fixed (or inelastic) and the parking, as a source of congestion at the destination, was ignored.

Besides route choice dimension, parking dimension has also been incorporated in the bottleneck model studies, as shown in [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} . It can be seen in [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} that most of the parking studies considered the morning commuting problems from home to work through a bottleneck-constrained route. Some exceptions are [@bib0236], 2019), who studied the integrated morning and evening commutes through one two-way route with one bottleneck each way. Some studies, such as [@bib0011], [@bib0236], 2019), and [@bib0135], made a strong assumption about the parking order, i.e., commuters park outwards from (or inwards to) the CBD. [@bib0166], 2012) divided the parking lots into two discrete classes: a closer and a farther parking cluster. Others, like [@bib0227] and [@bib0138], 2016), considered parking reservation issues without/with expiration time and the effects of parking space constraints on the departure time and parking location choices. [@bib0136] examined the effects of cruising-for-parking on commuters' departure time choices using MFD (macroscopic fundamental diagram) approach. However, all these studies did not concern the parking duration issue ([@bib0121]; [@bib0129]), which directly affects the parking turnover and thus the real-time number of available parking spaces in a parking lot.Table 4Incorporating parking dimension in bottleneck model studies.Table 4ReferenceTime periodNetwork structureTravel modeAttributes of parking spacesParking capacity constraintConsidering parking duration[@bib0011]Morning commuteOne route with one bottleneckAutoContinuous distribution outwards or inwards××[@bib0236]Morning and evening commutesOne two-way route with one bottleneck each wayAutoContinuous distribution outwards or inwards××[@bib0166], 2012)Morning commuteOne route with one bottleneckAutoTwo types: city central and peripheral××[@bib0227]Morning commuteOne route with one bottleneckAuto and railReserved and unreserved parking spaces√×[@bib0138])Morning commuteOne route with one bottleneckAuto and railReserved with expiration time and unreserved parking spaces√×[@bib0142]Morning commuteMany-to-one network with one bottleneck each OD pairAuto and railReserved and unreserved parking spaces√×[@bib0136]Morning commuteUrban road networkAutoCurbside parking spaces××[@bib0135]Morning commuteOne route with one bottleneckAutonomous vehiclesContinuous distribution outwards××[@bib0191]Morning commuteOne route with one bottleneckRegular and autonomous vehiclesRegular vehicles first occupy parking spaces√×[@bib0237]Morning and evening commutesOne two-way route with one bottleneck each wayAutonomous vehiclesContinuous distribution outwards××[^1]

In addition, the bottleneck model has also been extended to consider mode choice dimension. For the convenience of readers, we summarize in [Table 5](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} some principal contributions to the multi-modal bottleneck problems. It can be noted that most studies considered two physically separated modes (auto and rail), and thus cannot consider the congestion interaction between modes. Moreover, some studies, such as [@bib0186], [@bib0048], and [@bib0085], ignored the effects of passenger crowding discomfort in transit vehicles on commuters' travel choices. However, some studies, such as [@bib0097], 2002), [@bib0099], [@bib0168], and [@bib0056], showed that in-vehicle passenger crowding discomfort has a significant effect on passengers' travel choices. In order to achieve a social-optimum system, the in-vehicle passenger crowding in transit vehicles should be incorporated in the transit service optimization, together with passenger wait time at transit stops due to insufficient vehicle capacity.Table 5Contributions to multi-modal bottleneck problems.Table 5ReferenceDecision variable(s)Travel modeConsidering congestion interaction between modesConsidering crowding discomfort in transit vehiclesInternalizing in-vehicle crowding externality[@bib0186]Modal split and road tollAuto and rail×××[@bib0100]Rail fare and road tollAuto and rail×××[@bib0097]Modal split, transit fare and road tollAuto and rail×√×[@bib0098]Road toll and rail fareAuto and rail×√√[@bib0048]Modal split, congestion pricing and railway fareAuto and rail×××[@bib0109]Rail fare and train capacityauto and rail×××[@bib0099]Modal splitAuto and bus√√×[@bib0168]Modal split, rail fare, and auto tollAuto (driving alone and carpool) and rail×√×[@bib0085]Auto toll, transit headway and fareAuto and bus (with dedicated lane)×××[@bib0212]Modal split and road toll levelAuto and rail×√×

### 3.1.3. Morning-evening commute {#sec0007}

As previously stated, the standard bottleneck model focuses mainly on morning commuting problems, and little attention has been paid to evening or day-long commuting problems. This may be because the evening commuting is usually seen as a symmetric reverse process of the morning commuting. Some studies, such as [@bib0205], [@bib0053], [@bib0086], and [@bib0127], have shown that the morning and evening equilibrium departure patterns are not symmetric under some conditions, e.g., the bottleneck system has multiple alternative travel modes, or commuters are heterogeneous in terms of their preferred work start/end times and/or the values of travel time and schedule delay.

Although investigation of the morning and evening commuting problems in isolation may provide some important insights, in reality commuters usually make travel decisions based on their day-long activity schedules. To date, only a few published papers have involved the analysis of day-long commuting problems. For example, [@bib0236] presented an integrated day-long commuting model that links the morning and evening commuting trips via parking location choice. [@bib0086] incorporated mode choice dimension in the integrated morning and evening commuting problem. [@bib0039] further examined the two-mode day-long commuting problem when the wish times of arriving at and departing from workplace follow a continuous distribution. The day-long commuting models mentioned above adopted a trip-based modeling approach, and thus the time allocations of commuters for activities and travel during a day cannot be properly addressed.

Different from the trip-based morning-evening commuting models, [@bib0240] presented a day-long activity-travel scheduling model to address commuters' time allocations among activities and travel during a day. Their model connects the home-to-work commute in the morning and the work-to-home commute in the evening via work duration. [@bib0127] investigated the properties of the day-long activity-travel scheduling model. They presented a sufficient and necessary condition of interdependence between the morning and evening departure-time decisions, i.e., the marginal utility of work activity is not a constant, but depends on both the clock time of day and the work duration (implying a flexible work-hour scheme). Recently, [@bib0237] further investigated autonomous vehicles oriented morning-evening commuting and parking problems. These previous studies usually considered a simple activity chain, namely home-work-home chain. However, in reality commuters may engage in other activities before work (e.g., taking the kid to school) or after work (e.g., shopping or recreation). It is thus meaningful to incorporate other activity participations in the day-long activity-travel scheduling model.

### 3.1.4. Time-varying scheduling preferences {#sec0008}

Vickrey\'s bottleneck model assumes that the value of travel time and the values of schedule delays of arriving early and late are constants α, β, and γ, respectively (see [Eq. (A1)](#eqn0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} in Appendix). This assumption has been widely adopted in various extensions or variations of Vickrey\'s bottleneck model. However, some previous empirical studies have confirmed that the marginal activity utility varies in time and space.

[@bib0205] formulated the departure time choice model for the morning commuting problem, in which the utilities derived from time spent at home and at work are linear functions of time. [@bib0194] estimated the scheduling model of the morning commuting problem, in which marginal utilities vary nonlinearly over time of a day. [@bib0102] explored the effects of activity scheduling flexibility and interdependencies between different segments in a daily trip chain on delay cost and value of time. [@bib0096] empirically estimated different types of activity scheduling preference functions (including const-step, const-affine or const-exp formulations) and compared them to a more general form (exp-exp formulation) with regard to model fit, based on the stated preference survey data collected from car commuters traveling in the morning peak in the city of Stockholm. [@bib0001] used stated preference data to compare the valuation of travel time variability under a structural model where trip-timing preferences are defined in terms of time-dependent utility rates (i.e., a "slope model") against its reduced-form model where departure time is assumed to be optimally chosen. [@bib0079] presented a dynamic model of traffic congestion in which scheduling preferences are endogenously determined. This is different from the traditional activity scheduling models, in which the scheduling preferences are assumed to be exogenously given. [@bib0128] developed an activity-based bottleneck model for investigating the step tolling problem, in which the activity scheduling utilities of commuters at home and at work vary by the time of day. It showed that ignoring the preference heterogeneity of commuters would underestimate the efficacy of a step toll. Recently, [@bib0126] investigated the user equilibrium problem of a single-entry traffic corridor with continuous scheduling preferences. The results showed that the introduction of continuous scheduling preferences makes inflow rate of early arrivals first increase and then decrease. Even though the introduction of continuous scheduling preferences can smooth the departure rate of commuters and make the user equilibrium flow pattern more stable, a series of shock waves still exist due to discontinuities in departure rates or sharply decreasing inflow rate at the entry point of the corridor.

These aforementioned studies mainly focused on evaluation or comparison of the effects of different forms of the activity scheduling preference functions. Other important factors were ignored. For example, the marginal utilities of commuters may change by gender, travel mode, income level, and so on. It is meaningful to reveal the effects of these heterogeneities on the activity scheduling preferences and to empirically calibrate the scheduling preference functions of various activities through field surveys.

### 3.1.5. Physical queue length and hypercongestion {#sec0009}

The point-queue assumption in Vickrey\'s bottleneck model significantly facilitates the calculation of queuing delay at the bottleneck. However, it cannot account for the influence of vehicle queuing on upstream approaching vehicles due to ignoring the physical lengths of vehicles in queue. [@bib0112] investigated two important aspects: queue spillovers caused by insufficient road space, and merging interactions caused by the convergence of trips in a two-origin and single-destination network with limited storage space. They obtained some unexpected findings, e.g., ramp metering is beneficial, and providing more freeway storages is counterproductive. [@bib0034] explored the impact of queue-length-dependent capacity on travelers' departure time choices in the morning commute problem. It showed that multiple equilibria and even a continuum of equilibria may exist, and the equilibrium cost may be a locally decreasing function of the number of users.

The standard model for analyzing traffic congestion with vehicle queue length consideration usually incorporates a relationship between volume, speed and density of traffic flow. There is a well-defined inverse-U-shaped relationship between traffic volume and density. However, most of traffic flow models focus on the situation of "ordinary (or normal) congestion", in which traffic volume increases as traffic density increases (or travel speed decreases as traffic volume increases). This is because it is believed that traffic flow does not fall under heavily congested conditions. However, in reality, the phenomenon of hypercongestion may occur, especially in the downtown areas of major cities during rush hours. Hypercongestion refers to traffic jam situations where traffic volume decreases as traffic density increases.

[@bib0184] presented tractable models for handling demand fluctuations for a straight uniform highway and for a dense street network located in a central business district (CBD). For the CBD model, they employed an empirical speed-density relationship for Dallas Texas to characterize hypercongested conditions. [@bib0006] presented a bathtub model of downtown rush-hour traffic congestion that captures the hypercongestion phenomenon. It was shown that when demand is high relative to capacity, applying an optimal time-varying toll can generate benefits that may be considerably larger than those obtained from standard models and that exceed the toll revenue collected. [@bib0078] combined a variable-capacity bottleneck with α − β − γ scheduling preferences for a special case with only two possible levels of capacity. It showed that the marginal cost of adding a traveler is especially sensitive to the low level of capacity, and under hypercongestion the policies (an optimal toll, a coarse toll, and metering) can be designed so that travelers gain even without considering any toll revenue.

[@bib0067] extended the bathtub model to assess the effects of the policies of road pricing, transit provision and traffic management under hypercongestion. It showed that the unregulated Nash equilibrium is also the social optimum among a wide range of potential outcomes and any reasonable road pricing scheme would be welfare decreasing when the speed of alternative transit mode is high enough such that hypercongestion does not occur in equilibrium. Large welfare gains can be achieved through road pricing when there is hypercongestion and travelers are heterogeneous. [@bib0083] further considered the hypercongestion issue in a multi-modal context. It showed that hypercongestion may arise when modes are not priced, a stable steady equilibrium state can emerge when cars and high-capacity transit are used simultaneously, and there always exist fixed coordinated prices (i.e., fixed difference of prices) for cars and transit to achieve a stable equilibrium state without hypercongestion. In order to derive a closed-form solution for no-toll equilibrium for hypercongestion, [@bib0019] proposed a special bathtub model through adapting the simplest bottleneck model to an isotropic downtown area where the congestion technology entails velocity being a negative linear function of traffic density. [@bib0136] adopted an MFD approach to model the hypercongestion effects of cruising-for-parking in a congested downtown network. In addition to the hypercongestion issues, the traffic flow model that describes the relationship between velocity and density has also been extended for investigation of continuum corridor problems (see, e.g., [@bib0018]; [@bib0061]; [@bib0125]; [@bib0123]).

It should be mentioned that the tractability is a major challenge for the models with hypercongestion consideration. This is because the travel time of a traveler is determined by the decisions of other travelers throughout the duration of the trip, as pointed out in [@bib0078]. Therefore, it is difficult to derive analytical solutions for a general case with general scheduling preferences, heterogeneous users, or travel time uncertainty. A simulation method has thus to be used.

### 3.1.6. Heterogeneity of users {#sec0010}

The standard bottleneck model has a strong assumption that commuters are homogeneous, i.e., all commuters have the same preference for arriving early or late and have an identical value of time. This assumption has been relaxed in the literature to consider the heterogeneity of commuters, such as heterogeneities of travel preferences and work start time (e.g., flexible or staggered work hours). The heterogeneity may be represented in discrete or continuous form. The discrete type of heterogeneity means that all commuters are divided into several groups and the commuters in one group are assumed to have the same preference and work start time. The continuous type of heterogeneity assumes a continuous distribution for the preference and/or work start time. Considering user heterogeneity is important for achieving accurate estimates of welfare effects of various policy measures, such as congestion pricing, ramp metering, capacity investment, and flexible work schedules.

[Table 6](#tbl0006){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of bottleneck model studies involving heterogeneous users. It can be seen that the existing studies mainly focused on the case of piecewise constant scheduling preferences (i.e., α − β − γ preferences), and considered the users' heterogeneities in the following ways: (*i*) identical preferred arrival time and discretely / continuously distributed scheduling preference parameters; (*ii*) discretely distributed preferred arrival time and identical / discretely distributed scheduling preference parameters; and (*iii*) continuously (including uniformly) distributed preferred arrival time and identical / continuously distributed scheduling preference parameters. However, the cases of discretely (continuously) distributed preferred arrival time but continuously (discretely) distributed scheduling preference parameters are not investigated yet, which provide a research opportunity for further study. It can also be seen that most studies concerned the proportional heterogeneity (i.e., all commuters have the same ratios of β/α and γ/α), which helps derive the departure order of different commuter groups and analytical equilibrium solutions. Some studies, such as [@bib0154], [@bib0130], [@bib0170], [@bib0062], and [@bib0147], have relaxed this assumption to consider a general heterogeneity structure (i.e., α, β and γ are allowed to vary independently). Some properties of the model (e.g., the existence and uniqueness of solution) have been discussed. However, it is difficult to derive analytical solution of the model, which poses a challenge of designing an efficient solution algorithm. In addition, the marginal utility of an activity generally varies over time, as previously stated. It is thus necessary to relax the assumption of α − β − γ scheduling preferences to consider the case of time-varying scheduling preferences.Table 6A summary of bottleneck model studies with heterogeneous users.Table 6ReferenceHeterogeneitySolution methodPreferred arrival timeValues of time and schedule delay[@bib0205]IdenticalDiscrete groups with different values of α and γ, but same α/β and γ/βAnalytical[@bib0095]ContinuousSame scheduling preference parametersAnalytical[@bib0154]DiscreteDiscrete distributions for preference parametersAnalytical solutions only for some simplified special cases[@bib0007]IdenticalDiscrete groups with different values of α and β, but same γ/βAnalytical[@bib0015]Discrete(i) Discrete groups with different values of α and β, but same γ/β (ii) Different values of γAnalytical[@bib0201]IdenticalDiscrete groups with different utility/cost function parametersNumerical (Nelder-Mead solution procedure)[@bib0130]DiscreteDiscrete groups with different values of α, β and γAnalyze existence and uniqueness, but not provide solution method[@bib0153]UniformSame α, β and γAnalytical[@bib0124]ContinuousSame α, β and γNumerical (heuristic algorithm)[@bib0170]DiscreteDiscrete groups with different values of α, β and γNumerical (Lemke\'s algorithm)[@bib0197]IdenticalContinuously distributed α, and same β and γAnalytical[@bib0198]IdenticalContinuously distributed α and μ (= α/β), but same γ/βAnalytical[@bib0062]DiscreteDiscrete groups with different values of α, β and γNumerical (primal-dual algorithm)[@bib0169]IdenticalContinuously distributed β and γ but same γ/βAnalytical[@bib0147]IdenticalDiscrete groups with different values of α, β and γNumerical (diagonalization algorithm)[@bib0213]IdenticalUniformly distributed α and β, without allowing late arrivalAnalytical[@bib0187]DiscreteSame parameters for commuting cost functionAnalytical[@bib0004]ContinuousUniformly and normally distributed schedule delay preferencesAnalytical for uniformly distributed; Numerical for others[@bib0176]DiscreteSame α, β and γAnalytical[@bib0242]DiscreteSame parameters for marginal activity utility functionsAnalytical[@bib0131]UniformTwo discrete groups with same γ/βAnalytical

### 3.1.7. Household travel {#sec0011}

Most of the previous bottleneck model studies focused on individual-based trips, and assumed that each household member makes activity-travel scheduling decisions independently. However, in reality, a large number of morning commute trips are indeed household-based travel, i.e., a multi-person trip among household members rather than a single-person trip. The interdependency between household members could influence the activity participation of each household member. Therefore, the intra-household interaction should be considered in the activity-travel scheduling models.

[@bib0057] proposed a variant of Vickrey\'s bottleneck model of the morning commute, in which individuals live as couples and value the time at home more when together than when alone. The results showed that the cost of congestion is higher for couples than for single individuals because the cost of arriving early rises proportionally more than the cost of arrival late decreases. The costs can be even higher if spouses collaborate with each other when choosing their departure times. [@bib0103] explored the departure time choice problem of the household travel (commuter and children) in a home-school-work trip chain with two preferred arrival times (a school start time and a work start time). [@bib0143] further considered a hybrid of household travel (home-school-work trip chain) and individual travel (home-work trip). The findings showed that by appropriately coordinating the schedules of work and school, the traffic congestion at highway bottleneck and thus the total travel cost can be reduced. [@bib0234] further investigated and compared the morning commuting equilibrium solutions in the "school near workplace" and "school near home" networks. It was shown that the dynamic commuting equilibrium solution is significantly affected by school locations, and in the ''school near home" network, households always arrive at school no later than the desired school arrival time.

These abovementioned studies considered the morning trip-timing decisions of couples ([@bib0057]) and of a parent and his/her children ([@bib0103]; [@bib0143]; [@bib0234]). However, for a family with two workers (husband and wife), couples must decide who takes the children to school in the morning and when, and who brings them back home in the evening. A parent has to trade-off not only his/her own schedule convenience with that of his/her spouse, but also the schedules of children. It is therefore meaningful to address the morning-evening activity scheduling issues with intra-household interaction consideration.

### 3.1.8. Carpooling {#sec0012}

Carpooling or ridesharing refers to the case in which multiple persons travel together in an auto by sharing the cost. With carpooling, the seat capacity of an auto can be utilized more efficiently and the average individual travel costs, such as fuel cost, toll, and the stress of driving, are reduced. Carpooling is also recognized as a more environmentally friendly and sustainable way to commute by reducing vehicular carbon emissions as well as the need for parking spaces.

Recently, [@bib0219] incorporated carpooling behavior in morning commute problem with considering parking space constraint at destination. Three modes, namely solo-driving, carpooling, and transit, were considered. It was shown that the departure period of solo drivers covers the departure period of carpoolers, and as the number of parking spaces decreases, the number of solo-drivers decreases gradually, while the number of carpoolers first increases and then decreases. [@bib0144] examined the morning commute problem in the presence of ridesharing program. Commuters simultaneously choose departure time from home and role in the program (solo driver, ridesharing driver and ridesharing rider). [@bib0148] further explored the dynamic ridesharing problem on a highway with a single bottleneck together with parking. They designed the schemes with different ridesharing payments and shared parking prices. Recently, [@bib0210] presented a variable-ratio charging-compensation scheme to investigate dynamic ridesharing problem using bottleneck model approach. Different objectives of the platform were considered, including minimization of system disutility, maximization of platform profit, and minimization of system disutility subject to zero platform profit. [@bib0233] incorporated users' heterogeneities in the carpooling problem based on the traditional bottleneck model, and revealed the effects of heterogeneities on the efficiency of carpool subsidization.

All the aforementioned studies are based on a corridor with a single bottleneck, and thus cannot consider the interaction between flows of different links in the network (i.e., network effects). Extending the single-bottleneck model to a general network with multiple OD pairs and multiple bottlenecks could help deepen understanding of the effects of carpooling services on the urban transport system. The carpooling services can be implemented through mobile platforms in which passengers can call on riding services and drivers can respond to the service requests. The existing related studies considered a single carpooling platform. It is meaningful to examine the competition and/or collaboration among multiple carpooling platforms.

### 3.1.9. Stochastic models and information {#sec0013}

Transportation systems are stochastic, dynamic and nonlinear systems due to various disturbance factors from supply side and/or demand side, such as traffic accident, bad weather, and within-day and/or day-to-day demand variations. Considering the impacts of stochastic factors on transportation systems has important implications for promoting the resilience and reliability of the systems.

[Table 7](#tbl0007){ref-type="table"} lists some major studies incorporating uncertainty effects in the bottleneck problems. It can be noted that most of previous studies focused on the supply uncertainty caused by travel time variation or capacity randomness. It is somehow surprising that no studies take into account the effects of the uncertainty in demand side in the bottleneck problems, though there are a few publications involving joint fluctuations in both supply and demand sides (e.g., [@bib0017]; [@bib0065]). In order to model the uncertainty effects of bottleneck system, a probability distribution function needs to be specified for the random variables concerned. In this regard, most studies adopted a general distribution, and a few studies adopted some specific distributions, such as uniform distribution (e.g., [@bib0218], 2015; [@bib0208]; [@bib0235]), exponential distribution ([@bib0190]), uniform and exponential distributions (Noland et al., 1995, 1998), and Gumbel distribution ([@bib0222]).Table 7Incorporating uncertainty effects in bottleneck model studies.Table 7ReferenceSource of uncertaintyDistribution of random variable(s)Scheduling preferencesObjective functionSolution methodNoland et al. (1995, 1998)Random travel timeUniform and exponentialPiecewise constantMin. expected travel costAnalytical + simulation[@bib0017]Random capacity and demandGeneralPiecewise constantMin. expected travel costProvide model properties but no solution method[@bib0065]Random capacity and demandGeneralConsider bottleneck queue time but not schedule delayMin. expected queue time and varianceAnalytical[@bib0074]Random travel timeGeneralPiecewise constantMax. expected utilityAnalytical[@bib0070]Random travel timeGeneralPiecewise constant and linear time-varyingMax. expected utilityAnalytical[@bib0072]Random travel timeGeneralPiecewise constantMin. expected cost.Analytical + simulation[@bib0027]Random travel timeGeneralPiecewise constant vs time-varyingMax. expected utility, mean + varianceAnalytical + experiment[@bib0101]Random travel timeGeneralGeneral case + piecewise constant vs linear time-varyingMax. expected utilityAnalytical for piecewise constant & linear cases[@bib0077]Random travel timeGeneralTime-varyingMax. expected utilityAnalytical[@bib0178]Random capacityGeneralPiecewise constantMin. punctuality based expected costSimulation[@bib0037]Random travel timeGeneral + uniform & normalPiecewise constantMin. expected scheduling disutilityAnalytical + simulation[@bib0071]Random travel timeGeneralTime-varyingMax. expected utilityAnalytical[@bib0222]Random travel timeGeneral + Gumbel as an exampleGeneral case + piecewise constant vs linear time-varyingMin. rank-dependent expected travel costAnalytical + simulation[@bib0218], 2015)Random capacityuniformPiecewise constantMin. expected travel costAnalytical[@bib0108]Random air travel delayGeneralPiecewise constantMin. expected travel costSimulation + analytical for uniform distribution[@bib0190]Random auto travel timeExponentialPiecewise constantMin. expected travel costSimulation[@bib0064]Random travel timeGeneralTime-varying, piecewise constantMin. expected cost, mean + standard deviationAnalytical[@bib0208]Random travel timeUniformPiecewise constantMin. expected travel costSimulation[@bib0221]Random travel timeGeneralPiecewise constant, linear time-varying, constant-exponentialMin. mean + standard deviation of travel timeAnalytical[@bib0235]Random capacityUniformPiecewise constantMin. expected travel costAnalytical[@bib0073]Random travel timeGeneralTime-varyingMax. net payoffAnalytical + simulation

In terms of modeling method, expectation value model is usually adopted in stochastic optimization problems. However, in order to well capture the risky attitudes of travelers towards random fluctuations in demand and/or supply sides, some studies have also incorporated the effects of travel time variation in the objective functions of models, such as [@bib0065]; [@bib0027]; [@bib0064], and [@bib0221]. It should be mentioned that in the field of travel time variability or reliability, Fosgerau and his collaborators have made a number of works by using a model of time-varying scheduling preferences. For instance, they presented a new measure of travel time variability ([@bib0063]) and explored the relationships among different measures of the cost of travel time variability ([@bib0064]). They also derived the value of travel time variability ([@bib0070]; [@bib0072]), and revealed the relationship between the mean and variance of travel delay in dynamic queues with random capacity and demand ([@bib0065]). For a systematic review of the values of travel time and travel time reliability, the interested readers may refer to [@bib0182].

It should be pointed out that these previous studies are mainly based on expectation value (risk-neutral) model or mean-variance (risk-averse) model. It is meaningful to consider other measures of risk, such as VaR (value at risk) and CVaR (conditional value at risk). This could lead to a difference in the value of travel time variability. Moreover, these previous studies assumed that the scheduling preferences are exogenously given. Incorporating endogenous scheduling preferences, as presented in [@bib0079], is also an important direction for further studies.

Obviously, variability or uncertainty in supply and/or demand sides involves lack of information about how a stochastic process is realized. Thereby, its analysis naturally invites considering the effects of information provision. Travelers may have only partial information about traffic conditions before or during a trip. With the aids of various information and communication technologies (e.g., global navigation satellite system, global positioning system), real-time traffic information can be collected and disseminated efficiently. Travelers can adjust their activity and travel schedules through day-to-day leaning and the traffic information guidance.

In this regard, [@bib0159] examined the congestion effects of providing commuters with pre-trip information and found that information provision does not necessarily bring benefits to the commuters using the information. [@bib0244] investigated the impact of public information about past departure rates on congestion level and travel cost based on learning model and the ADL\'s bottleneck model. [@bib0137] considered the effect of travelers' inertia in the day-to-day behavioral adjustment due to traffic information updating. [@bib0104] studied the effects of heterogeneous information (market penetration and accuracy) on traffic congestion. [@bib0134] explored the impact of the cost of information provision on information quality provision strategy. [@bib0243] examined the day-to-day departure time adjustment process of travelers with bounded rationality based on long-term historical knowledge (or short-term travel experience) and real-time information provision. However, all the aforementioned studies only considered a simplified case of one single route, which may not be able to capture the full impact of information on traffic congestion. It is thus necessary to extend it to a general network with multiple routes in a further study.

### 3.1.10. Multiple bottlenecks {#sec0014}

Some studies have relaxed the assumption that commuters pass through only one bottleneck during commuting peak periods to consider the case of passing through multiple bottlenecks during a trip. [@bib0111] analyzed the equilibrium queuing patterns at a two-tandem bottleneck on one freeway for which some commuters may pass through both bottlenecks. [@bib0014] studied a Y-shaped highway corridor with two upstream bottlenecks and one downstream bottleneck. They found that expanding the capacity of one of the upstream bottlenecks can raise total travel cost (i.e., a paradox occurs), and metering access to reduce effective upstream capacity can improve efficiency. Optimal capacity for an upstream bottleneck is equal to, or smaller than, the optimal capacity for the downstream bottleneck. [@bib0106] further analyzed the dynamic equilibrium queuing patterns for a two-tandem bottleneck with two origins and one destination. It was found that in some cases, a queue does not occur at the upstream since the departure rate is always equal to its capacity at equilibrium. In order to avoid traffic congestion at a two-tandem bottleneck, the downstream bottleneck should be enlarged prior to the upstream bottleneck. [@bib0047] further demonstrated the bottleneck paradox phenomenon by an experimental method in a Y-shaped bottleneck network with two groups of commuters. The commuters in group one pass through only the downstream bottleneck, whereas the commuters in group two must pass through both upstream and downstream bottlenecks. They found that the observed departure times at aggregate level are in close agreement with the equilibrium solution. [@bib0003] discussed the existence and uniqueness of the solution of departure-time choice equilibrium for a corridor with multiple discrete bottlenecks and heterogeneous users. These previous related studies mainly focused on a specific occasion (e.g., a two-tandem or Y-shaped bottleneck structure), and thus the results obtained might not be applicable to a general network. Therefore, further investigations on general bottleneck networks are needed.

### 3.1.11. DTA-approach bottlenecks {#sec0015}

The bottleneck models presented in the aforementioned literature usually adopted analytical approaches because they treated only some simple cases with one or two routes. In order to apply the bottleneck models to real large-scale networks, a DTA-based bottleneck modeling approach was presented, which was inspired by Vickrey\'s bottleneck model. In this approach, the usual components of Vickrey\'s bottleneck model are applied separately to the links in the network. In this regard, de Palma and his colleagues have developed a dynamic network model, called METROPOLIS, in which the travel mode, departure time and route choices can be endogenously determined. METROPOLIS has been implemented both with a vertical queue for each link (i.e., the physical length of a queue is not considered), and with a horizontal queue which means the queue on one link can affect other links (i.e., queue spillback effects). The model is solved using microsimulation, and has been applied to evaluate various policies, such as congestion pricing (see, [@bib0055]; [@bib0051], [@bib0058]). For more details of METROPOLIS, please refer to [@bib0060] and [@bib0059].

### 3.1.12. Others {#sec0016}

Besides the aforementioned various topics, some other topics related to the bottleneck model have also been studied, summarized as follows.i.Properties of equilibrium solution. [@bib0185] showed the existence of user equilibrium solution for a single-bottleneck model with homogeneous users. [@bib0038] proved the uniqueness of the user equilibrium solution. [@bib0154] extended the analysis to the case of heterogeneous linear schedule delay functions. An elastic demand version of the bottleneck model was analyzed in [@bib0013].ii.Variations of model formulation and solution algorithm. [@bib0050] proposed a stochastic departure time choice logit model to consider the commuters' perception errors of utility. [@bib0093], [@bib0094]) reformulated Vickrey\'s bottleneck model as a partial differential equation formulation. [@bib0163] presented a discrete version of Vickrey\'s bottleneck model and a solution algorithm for computing the equilibrium solution. [@bib0158] proposed numerical solution procedures for the morning commute problem. [@bib0090] considered personal perception in the travel cost function, aiming to incorporate the commuters' psychological tastes towards early arrival at the workplace in the bottleneck model.iii.Doubly dynamic adjustments (day-to-day and within-day dynamics). [@bib0023], 1986) presented a dynamic simulation model to describe the evolution of queues and delays from day to day. [@bib0025] further presented a framework for evaluating the effects of traffic information systems based on the doubly dynamic adjustment model incorporating the drivers' information acquisition and integration. [@bib0089] considered the bounded rationality factor due to individual\'s limited cognitive level and imperfect information in the doubly dynamic bottleneck model.iv.Time varying bottleneck capacity. The classical bottleneck model usually assumes a constant or invariant bottleneck capacity. Using optimal control theory, [@bib0225] presented a bottleneck model with queue-dependent capacity and elastic demand for design of time-varying toll schemes, and found that queues must not be eliminated in the optimal state of the system. [@bib0241] presented another bottleneck model in which the bottleneck capacity varies exogenously over time, in discrete steps. They derived user equilibrium and system optimal traffic patterns with (exogenously) time-varying capacities and the optimal tolls leading to the system optimum pattern.v.Ramp metering. [@bib0014] suggested an optimal metering policy to improve the efficiency of a Y-shaped bottleneck system. [@bib0162] found that in the bottleneck model, metering can produce a sizable benefit and should not be regarded as a substitute for congestion pricing. [@bib0174] designed a Pareto-improving metering strategy for a multi-ramp linear freeway based on an analysis of priority order of the ramps. These studies mainly focused on a simple bottleneck system or a freeway. We can extend it to a general network in a further study.

3.2. Demand-side strategies {#sec0017}
---------------------------

### 3.2.1. Congestion pricing {#sec0018}

Queuing delay is a pure deadweight loss for the society and results in inefficient use of transportation infrastructure. In order to make efficient use of transportation resources, congestion pricing has been widely suggested as a viable measure to internalize externalities caused by queuing at the bottleneck so as to relieve peak-period traffic congestion. Congestion pricing scheme is generally based on the economic theory of marginal cost pricing and is a mechanism to improve social benefit ([@bib0226]). For comprehensive reviews of congestion pricing, readers can refer to [@bib0132], [@bib0195], [@bib0196]), and [@bib0080].

A substantial stream of research has been conducted on bottleneck congestion pricing. [Table 8](#tbl0008){ref-type="table"} provides a summary of the bottleneck congestion pricing studies. It should be pointed out that multi-modal bottleneck tolling studies are not shown in [Table 8](#tbl0008){ref-type="table"}, and readers can refer to [Table 5](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}. It can be seen in [Table 8](#tbl0008){ref-type="table"} that many of the existing studies focused on the topics of step tolling, users' heterogeneity, and tradable credit scheme. Based on different assumptions, the step bottleneck tolling studies can be classified into three main categories: the ADL model of [@bib0008], 1993a, 1998), the Laih model of [@bib0113], [@bib0114]), and the braking model of [@bib0132] and [@bib0216]. The Laih model implicitly assumed that separate queues exist for tolled users and untolled users who arrive before the toll is turned off. Despite this strong assumption, the Laih model is useful for estimating the approximate efficiency of a multi-step toll scheme. The ADL model assumed that a mass of commuters departs just after the toll is lifted. The braking model considered that as the end of the tolling period approaches, drivers have an incentive to stop before reaching the tolling point and wait until the toll is switched off.Table 8A summary of bottleneck congestion pricing research.Table 8Topic concernedReferencesRemarksTime-varying congestion tolling with fixed travel demand[@bib0049], [@bib0026], [@bib0151], [@bib0040]Social optimum toll to totally eliminate bottleneck queue during morning peak\
Pareto-improving time-varying toll in a time window\
Minimize total social cost or user costElastic travel demand[@bib0028], [@bib0013], [@bib0225]Consider the elasticity of travel demand to travel cost\
Maximize total social surplusStep tolling[@bib0113], 2004), [@bib0008], 1993a), [@bib0066], [@bib0214], 2012), [@bib0132], [@bib0195], 2014), [@bib0084], [@bib0107], [@bib0171], [@bib0022], [@bib0223]Single-step or multi-step tolling scheme as a substitute for the time-varying tolling scheme\
Typical models: ADL model, Laih model, Lindsey et al. braking modelRoute or lane substitute[@bib0029], [@bib0091]Two routes: one tolled and one free\
A portion of lanes are tolledHeterogeneous travelers[@bib0036], [@bib0012], 1994), [@bib0214], [@bib0197],b, [@bib0199], [@bib0200]), [@bib0231], [@bib0032], [@bib0033]), [@bib0030]Differentiate users by value of time and scheduling preferences\
Behavioral difference in choices of departure time, travel route etc.\
Who gains and who losesTradable credit scheme[@bib0239], [@bib0157], [@bib0215], [@bib0192], [@bib0138],b), [@bib0156], [@bib0021], [@bib0220]A substitute for congestion tolling scheme\
Parking permits and tradingReward scheme[@bib0172], [@bib0229]A reward scheme means a subsidy instead of a penalty of tolling\
Fare-reward scheme for transit usersRegulatory regime of bottleneck[@bib0054], 2008), [@bib0082]Private regime (profit maximization)\
Public regime (welfare maximization)\
Mixed regimeStochastic environments[@bib0230], [@bib0217], [@bib0092]Stochastic toll\
Stochastic capacity

The congestion pricing studies shown in [Table 8](#tbl0008){ref-type="table"} usually fall into the family of the piecewise constant α − β − γ preferences, and focus on the case of normally recurrent traffic congestion. [@bib0128] further investigated the congestion tolling problems in a framework of time-varying scheduling preferences. They compared the single-step and multi-step toll schemes with linear time-varying and piecewise constant marginal activity utilities. [@bib0006] and [@bib0067] incorporated the hypercongestion phenomenon in the congestion tolling problems using the bathtub model.

### 3.2.2. Emission pricing {#sec0019}

Vehicular use also causes environmental externality, besides congestion externality. In order to control vehicle pollution emissions and improve air quality, emission tax policy has been suggested. [@bib0031] proposed a microeconomic model of urban toll system to internalize the negative externality effects (congestion and pollution) generated by vehicular use. In the proposed model, two modes of transportation (i.e., cars and public transport) were taken into account, and the vehicle emission rate was implicitly assumed to be a constant. Based on the bottleneck congestion model of [@bib0008], 1993a), three alternative toll schemes were compared: a fine toll (time-varying toll), a coarse toll (varies according to the peak period and off-peak period), and a uniform toll (constant over time). The policy of redistributing the gains from urban tax to public transport was also evaluated. [@bib0141] presented a variable speed limit scheme to reduce total traffic emissions and travel costs based on Vickrey\'s bottleneck model and constant vehicle emission rate assumption, and evaluated its effectiveness in improving traffic flow efficiency of the bottleneck system. These studies only considered one OD pair with one route and assumed a constant vehicle emission rate. It is meaningful to extend these studies to incorporate the network effects and the changing vehicle emissions by vehicle type and speed.

### 3.2.3. Tradable credit {#sec0020}

Tradable credit scheme has recently been advocated as a useful tool for regulating the externalities caused by vehicular use and as a promising substitution for congestion pricing scheme. This is because such scheme does not involve money transfer from the public to the government, which can significantly increase the public acceptability towards the scheme ([@bib0228]). [@bib0239] studied various parking permit schemes in a many-to-one network, in which each origin is connected to a single destination by a bottleneck-constrained highway and a parallel transit line. They compared three parking permit distribution schemes for commuters living in different origins: uniform, Pareto improving, and system optimum schemes. [@bib0138],b) further developed tradable parking permit schemes to realize parking reservations for homogeneous or heterogeneous commuters in terms of their values of time. [@bib0157] proposed a general analytical framework for design of system optimal tradable credit scheme and analysis of the efficiency of tradable credit scheme for a two-route system. Their results showed that the tradable credit scheme could provide substantial efficiency gains for a wide range of scenarios. [@bib0192] examined the efficiency of a tradable credit scheme in a competitive highway/transit network with continuous heterogeneity in terms of individuals' values of time. [@bib0215] explored the efficiency and effectiveness of a tradable credit system with identical and non-identical commuters. Credits are tradable between the commuters, and the credit price is determined by a competitive market. The credit system consists of a time-varying credit charged at the bottleneck and an initial credit distribution to the commuters.

[@bib0156] proposed a market-based tradable credit scheme for managing traffic congestion at critical bottlenecks (e.g., bridges and tunnels). It was assumed that users who avoid traveling in the peak-time window will be rewarded with mobility credits and those who do not will pay a congestion toll in the form of credits or cash. The travelers may trade their credits with each other. It was shown that the best choice of the rewarding-charging ratio is 1, i.e., each peak-time user is charged one credit and each off-peak user is awarded one credit. [@bib0175] designed a tradable credit scheme to maintain the queue length of the bottleneck to be less than a queue length threshold specified by the authority. [@bib0173] proposed a model for designing Pareto-improving pricing scheme with bottleneck permits for a V-shaped two-to-one merging bottleneck. They showed that the first-best pricing scheme for this V-shaped network does not always achieve a Pareto improvement, because the cost of one group of drivers is increased due to the permit pricing. [@bib0220] presented two tradable parking permit schemes for a corridor system with three alternative travel modes, i.e., transit, driving alone and carpool, when the parking supply at destination is insufficient. It was found that the prices of parking permits, regardless of whether the trip is completed as a carpool or not, decrease with the parking supply, and the price that a solo driver should pay is higher than that a carpooler should pay. The tradable uniform parking permit scheme is more efficient than the tradable differentiated parking permit scheme for solo-driving and carpooling travelers.

It can be noted that these abovementioned studies mainly focused on a single OD pair with one or two routes, and the transaction costs for trading the credits were usually ignored. It is thus important to look at the impacts of network effects and transaction costs on the effectiveness of the tradable credit schemes. In reality, markets always create speculators. It is also meaningful to look at the effects of collusive behavior among credit purchasers. In addition, when the parking supply is insufficient at destination, one may first park his/her car at a park-and-ride lot and then transfers to a transit vehicle to reach final destination. It is therefore necessary to extend the existing models to incorporate the park-and-ride services in a further investigation.

### 3.2.4. Redistribution of toll revenue {#sec0021}

The redistribution of toll revenue is an important factor influencing the public acceptability of the toll schemes and thus practical implementation. [@bib0002] developed an analytical model for a two-node two-route network, aiming to explore a direct redistribution approach in which money collected from the drivers on a more desirable route is directly transferred to the users on a less desirable route. It was shown that this model about toll collection and subsidization would reduce the travel cost for all travelers and totally eliminate the wait time in the queue. Compared with the social optimal solution, the direct redistribution model yields almost identical results. [@bib0149] analyzed the impact of toll redistribution on total cost and on modal split between railroad and road based on the two-mode model of [@bib0186]. In their model, it was assumed that toll revenue from road was redistributed to public transport. Two kinds of road toll regimes were considered, i.e., a fine toll and a uniform toll. It was shown that a toll policy is more efficient as long as toll revenue is directed towards public transport when the railroad fare is equal to average cost. These previous studies mainly focused on the redistribution of toll revenue for public transport improvement purpose. It will be meaningful to take into account other use purposes, such as transportation infrastructure investment and fiscal revenue, and to determine the optimal redistribution proportion among different uses.

### 3.2.5. Parking pricing {#sec0022}

Although the first-best time-varying toll may eliminate queuing completely, congestion toll scheme may not be politically feasible. Parking charging can be considered as a possible substitute for the congestion tolling because parking charges seem to be much easier to implement than congestion tolls. Similar to congestion tolls, parking charges may be used to disperse demand over time so as to reduce congestion and gain efficiency. [@bib0236] presented a morning-evening commuting model to determine a location-dependent parking fee scheme that optimizes the commuter morning / evening commuting pattern. [@bib0166] analyzed the regulatory schemes of parking market: price-ceiling and quantity tax/subsidy schemes. It was shown that both price-ceiling and quantity tax/subsidy regulations can efficiently reduce system cost and commuter cost under certain conditions, and help ensure the stability of the parking market. [@bib0069] determined the optimal parking charges and evaluated the benefits of parking pricing as an alternative to congestion tolls. [@bib0238] proposed a duration-dependent parking fee scheme, and compared it with three other pricing regimes: no charging, optimal time-varying road tolls, and a combination of optimal time-varying road tolls and location-dependent parking fees. [@bib0148] derived dynamic parking charges for a bottleneck system with ridesharing, in which all travelers were assumed to participate in the ridesharing program, i.e., a traveler was either a driver or a passenger. As a substitute for parking pricing, parking permit schemes have also been studied in the literature ([@bib0140]; [@bib0239]; [@bib0220]), as presented in [SubSection 3.2.3](#sec0020){ref-type="sec"}.

The aforementioned studies did not consider commuters' time spent on searching for available parking spaces. The search for parking spaces comprises a wasteful commuting component that contributes to traffic congestion, and thus should be considered in commuting cost. On the other hand, parking facilities are usually supplied by both private firms and public sector. It will be interesting to examine this mixed market and compare it with the extreme cases of either private-only or public-only parking provision regime. In addition, a mixed market consisting of solo-driving and ridesharing should be investigated for analyzing the effects of parking pricing on the market.

### 3.2.6. Port pricing {#sec0023}

Ship queuing and waiting at a general anchorage to enter the berth under the port congestion are similar to the auto queuing and waiting at the road bottleneck. The congestion pricing concept for a road bottleneck has been extended to address the port congestion pricing issues. In this regard, Laih and his collaborators have undertaken a number of studies (see, [@bib0117]; [@bib0118], [@bib0120]; [@bib0115], [@bib0116]; [@bib0119]). They derived optimal time-varying and/or step toll schemes to eliminate or decrease the port congestion. By levying port congestion tolls, the departure schedules of container ships can be rationally changed, and thus the arrival times of container ships at the busy port can be smoothed or dispersed. As a result, the queuing delays of container ships for port entry decrease. They also derived the resultant changes of container ships' departure schedules after levying port congestion tolls. However, they did not consider the redistribution of port congestion charges, which can help promote the public acceptability of port congestion charging scheme.

### 3.2.7. Airport pricing {#sec0024}

In the literature, there are some studies about airport congestion pricing issues. For example, [@bib0041] proposed an airport runway congestion pricing model (i.e., a bottleneck model with time-dependent stochastic queuing) for estimating congestion prices and capacities for large hub airports. The proposed stochastic bottleneck model combines stochastic queuing, time-varying traffic rates, and intertemporal adjustment of traffic in response to queuing delay and fees. [@bib0046] showed that the stochastic bottleneck model of [@bib0041] can generate more realistic traffic patterns than earlier models, such as deterministic bottleneck model of [@bib0204]. [@bib0044], [@bib0045]) adopted the stochastic bottleneck model to address the airport congestion pricing issues for 27 major US hub airports. [@bib0042] further determined the equilibrium congestion pricing schedules, traffic rates, queuing delays, layover times, and connection times by time of day for four Canadian airports (Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary, and Montreal). [@bib0043] examined the efficiency and practicality of airport slot constraints using a deterministic bottleneck model of landing and takeoff queues. It was shown that slot constraints at US airports would be ineffective, and effective slot constraints require many narrow slot windows. [@bib0177] studied airlines' interactions and scheduling behavior, together with airport pricing, using a combination of a deterministic bottleneck model and a vertical structure model that explicitly considers the roles of airlines and passengers. [@bib0207] treated terminal congestion and runway congestion separately, and studied its implication for design of optimal airport charges and/or terminal capacity investment. To capture the difference between these two types of congestion, they adopted a deterministic bottleneck model for the terminal and a conventional congestion model for the runways. They showed that the welfare-optimal uniform airfares do not yield the first-best outcome. The first-best fares charged to the business passengers are higher than the leisure passengers' fare if and only if the relative schedule-delay cost of business passengers is higher than that of leisure passengers. These airport pricing studies usually focused on a single airport, and did not consider the effects of airport pricing on the competition and collaboration among regional airports (e.g., the airports of Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and Macao in the Greater Bay Area of China), which deserves a further study.

### 3.2.8. Urban spatial structure {#sec0025}

Queuing delays at the bottleneck during the morning and evening commutes may be an important factor influencing household residential location choice, which shapes urban spatial structure of a city ([@bib0152]). [@bib0005] incorporated the departure time choice into a model of urban spatial structure by using Vickrey\'s bottleneck model. It was shown that in contrast to the standard static model (without time dimension), congestion tolling in the bottleneck model can cause urban form to become less concentrated, and thus may have less pronounced effects on urban spatial structure than was previously thought. [@bib0068] introduced spatial heterogeneity into the bottleneck model via considering dynamic congestion in an urban setting where trip origins are spatially distributed. It was shown that at equilibrium, travelers sort according to their distances to the destination; the queue is always unimodal regardless of the spatial distribution of trip origins; and the travelers located beyond a critical distance from the CBD tend to gain from tolling, even when toll revenue is not redistributed, while nearby travelers lose. [@bib0088] considered a monocentric city with a traffic bottleneck located at the entrance to the CBD. The commuters' departure times, household residential locations, and lot sizes are all endogenously determined. They showed that road pricing may lead to urban sprawl, even when the collected toll revenue is not redistributed back to the city inhabitants. [@bib0188] further developed a model considering commuters' heterogeneity, departure time and residential location choices in a monocentric city with a single bottleneck. The results showed that commuters sort themselves temporally and spatially according to their values of time and schedule delay flexibility. Imposing a congestion toll without redistributing toll revenue causes the physical expansion of the city, which is opposite to the results of traditional location models. [@bib0081] examined the effects of change in downtown parking supply on urban welfare, mode choice and urban spatial structure using a general spatial equilibrium model of a closed monocentric city with two transport modes, endogenous residential parking supply and bottleneck congestion at the CBD.

[@bib0224] presented an integrated model of urban spatial structure and traffic congestion for a two-zone monocentric city in which the two zones are connected by a congested highway and a crowded railway. The commuters' departure time and mode choices are governed by a bottleneck model, and the endogenous interactions between travel and residential relocation choices are analyzed. [@bib0076] presented a unified model of the bottleneck model and the monocentric city model. The model generates a number of new insights regarding the interaction between congestion dynamics and urban spatial equilibrium. Unlike the traditional static congested city models, their model leads to an optimal city that is less dense in the center and denser in the suburb than the city at the laissez-faire equilibrium. This result is similar to that in [@bib0088]. [@bib0202] developed a spatial general equilibrium model to study economy-wide and distributional implications of congestion pricing in the presence of agglomeration externalities and unemployment. [@bib0075] presented a new monocentric city framework that combines a discrete urban space with multiple Vickrey-type bottlenecks. They confirmed empirically the relationship between residential location choice and trip-timing choice, i.e., commuters traveling a longer distance tend to arrive at work early or late (i.e., at off-peak times) while commuters with a shorter distance tend to arrive at the peak time. These aforementioned studies considered the role of households' residential location decisions in shaping urban spatial structure, but ignored the role of firms' location decisions. In a further study, the effects of both households' and firms' location decisions should be simultaneously considered in the analysis of urban spatial equilibrium.

### 3.2.9. Public transit services {#sec0026}

The classical Vickrey\'s bottleneck model has also been employed to address transit passenger travel choice behavior and transit system optimization issues. [@bib0110] incorporated the commuter\'s time-of-use decision into a model of transit pricing and transit service optimization, in which waiting time at a transit stop was treated analogously to queuing time at the highway bottleneck. It was shown that increased ridership leads to higher average user cost, and the relationship between service frequency and ridership does not conform to the well-known square root principle. [@bib0232] further studied the effects of passengers' queuing rules at transit stops (including the first-in-first-out and the random-access queuing) on the mass-transit policies, such as the number of trains and runs, scheduling, and pricing. The results showed that when the shadow value of a unit of waiting time exceeds that of a unit of time late for work, the passengers' queuing discipline does not have any effect on the optimal or second-best mass-transit policy. Otherwise, the aggregate travel cost with random-access queuing is lower than that with first-in-first-out. [@bib0193] analyzed the equilibrium properties of commuters' trip timing during the morning commute on a many-to-one linear corridor transit system with considering in-vehicle passenger crowding effect and schedule delay cost.

[@bib0150] considered a bi-modal competitive system, consisting of a public transport mode (bus), which may be unreliable, and an alternative mode (taxi). The results showed that the public transport service reliability at the competitive equilibrium increases with the taxi fare, and the public transport service reliability and thus patronage at equilibrium are lower than those at the first-best social optimum. [@bib0056] investigated trip-timing decisions of rail transit users who trade off in-vehicle passenger crowding costs and disutility from traveling early or late. Three fare regimes, namely no fare, an optimal uniform fare, and an optimal time-dependent fare, were studied and compared, together with determination of the optimal long-run number and capacities of trains. [@bib0211] designed the policies of transit subsidies (including cost and passenger subsidies) from either government funding or road toll revenue to circumvent the Downs-Thomson Paradox appearing in a competitive highway/transit system. [@bib0229] proposed a fare-reward scheme for managing rail transit peak-hour congestion with homogeneous commuters, in which a commuter is rewarded with one free trip during pre-specified shoulder periods after taking a certain number of paid trips during the peak hours. Such a fare-reward scheme aims to shift commuters' departure time to reduce their queuing at stations in an incentive-compatible manner while keeping the transit operator\'s revenue intact. [@bib0189] further considered the heterogeneous commuters, in terms of commuters' scheduling flexibility (i.e., arrival time flexibility interval), and proposed an incentive-based hybrid fare scheme, which combines the fare-reward scheme with a non-rewarding uniform fare scheme. It was shown that the hybrid fare scheme can create a revenue-preserving win-win-win situation for the transit operator, flexible commuters and non-flexible commuters.

These previous studies have provided many insights into understanding the travel choice behavior of transit passengers, operations and scheduling of transit services, and the effects of various transit policies, such as transit service pricing and subsidies. However, they usually consider transit mode only or two physically isolated modes (e.g., auto and rail). In reality, auto and bus share the same roadway, and thus the interaction between them cannot be ignored. The congestion externality caused by intermodal interaction should be considered in the transit fare pricing, together with the in-vehicle crowding externality in transit vehicles.

3.3. Supply-side strategies {#sec0027}
---------------------------

### 3.3.1. Bottleneck capacity design and capacity allocation {#sec0028}

[@bib0013] concerned the capacity expansion issue of a road bottleneck with homogeneous commuters. It was shown that the self-financing result (i.e., toll revenue exactly covers its capital cost) holds even when the variation of the toll by time of day is constrained (e.g., a coarse toll). [@bib0020] investigated under what circumstances the first-best pricing and investment rules (i.e., first-best self-financing rule, or trip price equals marginal cost) for a congestible bottleneck facility apply when both the time variation of the congestion charge is constrained and users are different in unobservable characteristics so that the same congestion charge must be applied to heterogeneous users, in terms of work start time or value of time. Their findings indicated that the first-best self-financing rule holds if the congestion externality is anonymous, independent of user type. Thereby, marginal cost pricing of a congestible facility is feasible even if users differ in observationally indistinguishable ways, when a completely flexible toll is employed. But, when there are constraints on the time variation of the toll (e.g., uniform toll), marginal cost pricing is infeasible and a variant of Ramsey pricing is (second-best) optimal. [@bib0139] designed a highway use reservation system to allocate highway space to potential users at different time intervals. They also evaluated the efficiency of the reservation system. [@bib0122] addressed the capacity allocation issue of a road between two vehicle types (i.e., conventional and bookable autonomous vehicles), using a variant of the bottleneck model. These studies usually assumed a fixed total travel demand, a single travel mode and a deterministic environment. In further studies, these assumptions can be relaxed to consider elastic demand, multiple travel modes and/or stochastic situation.

### 3.3.2. Parking capacity design {#sec0029}

[@bib0166], 2012) investigated the design problems of parking capacity, parking fee, and access time when all parking lots in the parking market are operated by multiple profit-driven private operators or by a welfare-driven social planner. [@bib0081] examined how the changes in CBD parking supply affect residential land rents, residential parking supply, mode choice, welfare, air pollution, share of auto users, population densities and city size, and whether the self-financing theorem holds in the context of the urban spatial model. [@bib0135] presented an equilibrium model of departure time and parking location choices for optimizing the parking supply that minimizes the total system cost (i.e., the sum of travel cost and social cost of parking supply) under either user equilibrium or system optimum pattern. He found that the optimal planning of parking with autonomous vehicles is significantly different from that without autonomous vehicles. [@bib0237] further analyzed the optimal parking supply strategy for autonomous vehicles to minimize the total system cost based on an integrated morning-evening commuting model. These previous studies did not concern the competition of different parking types (e.g., on-street and off-street) and the parking facility ownership issues (private and public), which can be considered in further studies.

3.4. Joint strategies of supply and demand sides {#sec0030}
------------------------------------------------

In the literature, there are a few studies involving joint strategies of capacity investment and demand management. For instance, [@bib0015] explored the welfare effects of a toll-financed capacity expansion (i.e., toll revenues are used to finance transport investment) using a bottleneck model with user heterogeneity consideration. It was shown that if initial capacity is sufficiently small, a toll-financed expansion leaves all drivers better off. [@bib0216] studied the feasibility of expanding bottleneck capacity by toll revenue. The results showed that if the revenue generated by the optimal flat toll is used to finance the capacity expansion, the trip cost of each commuter is reduced in the long run. However, the revenue from the optimal flat toll can never cover the capital cost of constructing the optimal capacity for minimizing the total system cost under constant returns. [@bib0167] derived the optimal parking capacity, fee, and access time which altogether yield the minimum total social cost. [@bib0207] investigated the joint impacts of airport terminal capacity expansion and time-varying terminal fine toll on passenger demand (including business and leisure passengers) and airport system. These previous studies usually assumed a constant returns to scale and piecewise constant scheduling preferences, which can be extended to consider other returns to scale (e.g., increasing) and time-varying scheduling preferences.

3.5. Limitations of existing related studies {#sec0031}
--------------------------------------------

In the previous subsections, we have reviewed the literature about bottleneck model studies from the perspectives of travel behavior analysis, demand-side strategies, supply-side strategies, and joint strategies of both demand and supply sides. In spite of broad extensions conducted since the pioneering work of [@bib0204], there are still some limitations in the existing related studies, summarized as follows.(i)As shown in [Section 3.1](#sec0004){ref-type="sec"}, various strong assumptions are often made in the related studies, aiming to simplify the model and derive analytical solutions. Such simplicity may lead to a large deviation of the model results from the actual values, and thus restricts explanatory power and real applications of the model. In order to model more realism, it is necessary to relax these assumptions in further studies.(ii)The existing studies have mainly focused on the topics of travel behavior analysis and demand-side strategies (particularly on congestion tolling). However, only limited attention has been paid to the topics of supply-side strategies (e.g., financing mode for capacity expansion due to fiscal deficit) and joint strategies (e.g., using congestion tolls to finance capacity expansion). The disposition of toll revenue also lacks adequate research. These topics provide potential research opportunities for further studies.(iii)Driving effects of information technology innovation on social development, such as sharing economy and smart mobility, are seldom incorporated in the previous related studies. As such, rapid development of new technologies has been bringing about significant social reform, which is changing people\'s behavior and reshaping urban development. By incorporating these factors causing social changes, the bottleneck model could continue to provide new theoretical insights.

4. Future research directions {#sec0032}
=============================

According to the literature review and analysis of the limitations of existing related studies presented in the previous section, one can identify some new and important gaps and opportunities for further studies, presented as follows.

4.1. Financing mode for bottleneck capacity expansion {#sec0033}
-----------------------------------------------------

One solution to the bottleneck congestion is to expand the capacity of the bottleneck. Such expansion needs a huge capital cost, which imposes a heavy financial burden on local authority. In order to broaden the range of fiscal sources for bottleneck capacity expansion, various franchising programs, such as build-operate-transfer (BOT) or public-private partnership (PPP) projects, have been implemented in practice to encourage private sectors to invest in massive transit projects. In a BOT contract, the private investor negotiates with the government to finance, design, construct, and operate transportation infrastructure for a certain period (i.e., a concession period). Upon the expiration of the concession period, the government will take over the infrastructure.

A PPP contract, as another procurement model of public projects or services, implies a collaborative agreement between private sectors and government targeted at financing, designing, implementing and operating infrastructure and services. Partnerships between private sectors and government provide advantages to both parties. The technology and innovation of private sectors can help provide better public services through improved operational efficiency. The government provides the private sector with incentives to deliver projects on time and within budget. The PPP contract specifies the rights and obligations of each party, embodying risk and revenue allocations between the parties. It is important to address the BOT or PPP contract design issues of the bottleneck capacity expansion, particularly under a situation of the shortage of funds.

4.2. Redistribution of externality-based charging {#sec0034}
-------------------------------------------------

Congestion pricing schemes have been operating for years in a few countries and regions, such as Singapore, London, Stockholm, and Milan. Such schemes are not worldwide implemented yet due to low public acceptance, which is caused by the following factors: privacy, equity, complexity, and uncertainty ([@bib0087]). The privacy issue means that the itineraries of travelers are recorded by the charging facilities at different locations. The equity issue implies that congestion pricing hurts the poor from using road facilities and makes the road resources become a privilege of the rich. The complexity issue concerns the desire for a simple and well-understood proposal for calculation of congestion charges. The uncertainty issue includes the uncertainty in the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, and the uncertainty in revenue allocation. In order to improve public acceptance towards congestion pricing policy, the redistribution of toll revenue from congestion pricing is a critical issue. The government should make a reasonable allocation scheme of toll revenue to improve people\'s livelihood, such as expanding road capacity, improving public transit services, and reducing taxation. To achieve strong public support, the details of the use of toll revenue should be publicized to the society.

It is well known that the main economic principle behind congestion pricing is to internalize the congestion externality caused by transportation. Transportation contributes to environmental externality due to vehicular pollution emissions, besides congestion externality. In order to control air pollution level and improve air quality, clean air action programs have been launched in some large Chinese cities, such as Beijing and Shanghai. The measures adopted in the program include subsidizing use of clean energy (e.g., electric or natural gas vehicles), retrofit of old motorized vehicles, and purification of vehicular pollutant emissions (e.g., free provision of vehicular exhaust purifier). To achieve financial sustainability, it is proposed to levy the emission taxes and redistribute part of the emission taxes to fund the aforementioned programs. Therefore, further studies can be focused on how to redistribute the emission tax revenue, which will affect the practical implementation of emission pricing scheme and the public acceptance towards this scheme.

4.3. Auto ownership rationing in an era of sharing economy {#sec0035}
----------------------------------------------------------

Auto sharing or ridesharing, as an emerging hot topic in the filed of transportation, may have a significant effect on the auto ownership rationing. It is expected that implementation of ridesharing has a potential to reduce the maximum number of autos and parking spaces required in the transportation system, which affects the traffic congestion level and the residential location choice and thus spatial distribution of residents in the urban system. In the ridesharing service system, the platform for ridesharing (e.g., Didi or Uber) plays an important role in matching shared autos and passengers ([@bib0209]), and the fleet size, service price or subsidy for ridesharing can help adjust the shared auto utilization rate, balance the modal split, and thus relieve the traffic congestion level of the system. Further studies can, therefore, be made to consider the relationships among ridesharing, auto ownership rationing, and urban spatial structure, and to investigate the fleet size, pricing or subsidizing problem of ridesharing in a competitive multi-modal transportation system. The competition and collaboration between different ridesharing platforms and between ridesharing platform and public transit are also an important direction for future study.

4.4. Modeling effects of new technology revolution {#sec0036}
--------------------------------------------------

It is widely recognized that the rapid developments of information and communication technologies have significantly changed people\'s learning, work and life styles. For example, telecommuting or teleworking, as an alternative work arrangement, becomes a growing trend in the information age. Telecommuting will drive people away from workplaces, and thus save office space in urban areas and change the household residential location choice farther from the workplaces, leading to a more spread-out city. It will also reduce the number of work trips and thus the demand for ground transportation, leading to reduction in energy consumption, traffic congestion and air pollution. However, telecommuting reduces the chance and time for teamwork and face-to-face communications. As a result, team productivity may actually suffer, which hurts the productivity of individual\'s firm and the urban economy. Regardless of its two sides, the telecommuting has recently become a major working mode of various professions due to outbreak of COVID-19 across the globe, making people more aware of its importance.

On the other hand, rapid developments of new technologies also change the mobility of people and goods. It is believed that the emerging 5 G and self-driving technologies will revolutionize the transportation industry. The 5 G technology will enable road users and transportation infrastructure to communicate with everything else on the road. The self-driving technology can drive vehicles automatically, and thus the car users do not need to carry out the driving task and thus they can spend in-vehicle time in the autonomous cars on work or leisure activities, yielding extra activity utility. The end-to-end connectivity across the city with the 5 G technology allows autonomous vehicles to drive close to each other through cooperating and platooning technologies, thus leading to increased network capacity and decreased traffic congestion in the peak period. The 5 G technology can also alert autonomous vehicles of change of traffic conditions, such as collisions, weather and traffic accidents, through direct and real-time communication from vehicle to vehicle, causing increased safety and reliability on the road. It is naturally needed to investigate the effects of new technology revolution on the movement behavior of people and goods and to design an efficient and sustainable urban system.

5. Conclusion {#sec0037}
=============

The goal of this paper is to undertake a broad literature review of the bottleneck model research over the past half century. The review undertaken in this paper uses a bibliometric analysis approach, in which the literature data of a total of 232 relevant papers are extracted from three well-recognized journal databases or search engines, namely Web of Science Core Collection, Scopus, and Google Scholar. This analysis identifies the leading topics, top contributing authors, influential papers, and distributions of publications by journal, allowing readers to track how and where the literature has evolved. The literature is classified in terms of recurring themes into four main categories: travel behavior analysis, demand-side strategies, supply-side strategies, and joint strategies of demand and supply sides. For each theme, typical models proposed in previous studies are reviewed. Based on a systematic review, we have identified some main gaps and opportunities in the bottleneck model research, which provides potential avenues for future research in this important and exciting area. By incorporating technological progress in the new digital era, the bottleneck model research keeps pace with the times and thus to contribute to new theoretical development.

Appendix. Basic formulation of the bottleneck model {#sec0039}
===================================================

The classical bottleneck model describes the departure time choice of commuters during morning commute. Every morning, *N* homogeneous commuters travel from home to work along a highway containing a bottleneck with a capacity *s*. To simplify the analysis, all commuters want to reach the workplace at an identical preferred arrival time *t*\*.[2](#cit_2){ref-type="fn"} Without loss of generality, the free-flow travel time from home to work is assumed to be zero. Thus, a commuter arrives at the bottleneck immediately after leaving home and arrives at the workplace immediately after leaving the bottleneck. When the arrival rate at the bottleneck exceeds the bottleneck\'s capacity, a queue develops. Those who arrive early or late face a schedule delay cost. Commuters choose their departure times based on a trade-off between the bottleneck congestion and the schedule delay cost.

Let *C*(*t*) denote the travel cost of commuters departing from home to work at time *t*. It is composed of queuing delay cost at the bottleneck and schedule delay cost of arriving early or late. Let *T*(*t*) be the queuing delay time at the bottleneck at time *t. C*(*t*) is then given as$$C\left( t \right) = \alpha T\left( t \right) + \beta\max\left( {0,t^{*} - t - T\left( t \right)} \right) + \gamma\max\left( {0,t + T\left( t \right) - t^{*}} \right),$$where α is the unit cost of travel time, β is the unit cost of arriving early, and γ is the unit cost of arriving late. According to the empirical study of [@bib0180], the relationship γ \> α \> β should hold.

The queuing delay time *T*(*t*) equals the queue length *D*(*t*) divided by the bottleneck capacity *s*, i.e., $T\left( t \right) = {{D\left( t \right)}/s}$, where *D*(*t*) is the difference between the cumulative arrivals and cumulative departures by that time, i.e.,$$D\left( t \right) = \int_{t_{q}}^{t}{r\left( t \right)dt} - s\left( {t - t_{q}} \right),$$where *r*(*t*) is the departure rate of commuters from home at time *t* and *t~q~* is the time at which the queue begins.

At the equilibrium, all commuters have the same travel cost *C*(*t*) regardless of their departure time. This means ${{dC\left( t \right)}/{dt}} = 0,{}\forall t \in \left( t_{q},t_{q^{\prime}} \right)$, where *t* ~*q*′~ is the time when the queue ends. One can thus derive the equilibrium departure rate *r*(*t*) as$$r\left( t \right) = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\alpha}{\alpha - \beta}s,\forall t \in \left( t_{q},\widetilde{t} \right),} \\
{\frac{\alpha}{\alpha + \gamma}s,\forall t \in \left( \widetilde{t},t_{q^{\prime}} \right),} \\
\end{array} \right.$$where $\widetilde{t}$ is the departure time from home at which a commuter can arrive at workplace punctually, i.e., $\widetilde{t} + T\left( \widetilde{t} \right) = t^{*}$. [Eq. (A3)](#eqn0003){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows that the equilibrium departure rate curve is piecewise constant.

In the morning peak period (*t~q~,t* ~*q*′~), the capacity of the bottleneck is fully utilized, and thus $t_{q^{\prime}} - t_{q} = {N/s}$ holds. At the equilibrium, the first and last commuters do not face a queue, their queuing delays are zero, and their schedule delay costs must thus be equal, expressed as$$\beta\left( {t^{*} - t_{q}} \right) = \gamma\left( {t_{q^{\prime}} - t^{*}} \right).$$

From [Eq. (A4)](#eqn0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}, $t_{q^{\prime}} - t_{q} = {N/s}$ and $\widetilde{t} + T\left( \widetilde{t} \right) = t^{*}$, one obtains$$t_{q} = t^{*} - \frac{\gamma}{\beta + \gamma}\frac{N}{s},\,\,\, t_{q^{\prime}} = t^{*} + \frac{\beta}{\beta + \gamma}\frac{N}{s}\mspace{6mu}\text{and}\,\widetilde{t} = t^{*} - \frac{\beta\gamma}{\alpha\left( {\beta + \gamma} \right)}\frac{N}{s}$$

The resultant equilibrium travel cost is $\overline{C} = \left( \left. {{\beta\gamma}/\left( \beta + \gamma \right.} \right) \right)\left( {N/s} \right)$. From equilibrium condition *C*(*t*) = *C*(*t~q~*) = *C*(*t* ~*q*′~) and [Eqs. (A1)](#eqn0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} and ([A4](#eqn0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}), one can derive the queuing delay time as$$T\left( t \right) = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{\frac{\beta}{\alpha - \beta}\left( t - t_{q} \right),\forall t \in \left\lbrack t_{q},\widetilde{t} \right\rbrack,} \\
{\frac{\gamma}{\alpha + \gamma}\left( t_{q^{\prime}} - t \right),\forall t \in \left\lbrack \widetilde{t},t_{q^{\prime}} \right\rbrack.} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

[Eq. (A6)](#eqn0006){ref-type="disp-formula"} shows that a queue builds up linearly from *t~q~* to $\widetilde{t}$ and then dissipates linearly until it disappears at *t* ~*q*′~. This means that the queuing delay curve is piecewise linear.
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The cluster analysis is implemented by the VOSviewer software, in which a smart local moving (SLM) algorithm is developed for the cluster analysis. For the details of the clustering algorithm, please refer to [@bib0206] and [@bib0203].

One can also consider a preferred arrival time window \[*t*\* − Δ, *t*\* + Δ\], where Δ is a measure of work start time flexibility. No penalty of schedule delay is incurred if a commuter reaches the destination within the time window. Otherwise, a penalty of schedule delay takes place. For example, [@bib0204] assumed a uniform distribution of *t*\* over an interval, and [@bib0095] generalized it to a general distribution.

[^1]: Note: " × " represents "no" and "√" represents "yes".
